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Foot control
Intuitive height adjustment 
thanks to a foot-controlled 
ring. Fits all chair and saddle 
models.

Armrest Relax 2D
Relieves back and shoulder 
pressure and allows full 360° 
movement. Fits all models.

Special casters
We stock a wide selection of 
castors suitable for a variety of 
different surfaces. For example 
polished castors and castors 
shaped as animals.

Armrest Swing
An armrest that doubles as a
back and abdominal support.
Can swivel 360° for complete
freedom and versatility. Fits 
all models..

Mini Swing
A high quality armrest that
can swivel around your seat.
Fits all models..

Foot ring
Ideal for taller seats where a 
long cylinder is attached and 
your feet don’t reach the floor 
comfortably. Suitable for all 
models.

Armrest Fixed
A traditional arm rest that
can be adjusted for height.
Fits all models.

Leather colour samples

ECO-Vinyl colour samples

Natural 
10-1

Middle Brown 
10-2

Dark Brown 
10-3

Bordeaux 
10-5

Navy Blue 
10-9 

Anemone Blue 
22-15

White
10-11

Light Grey 
10-12

Dark Grey 
10-13

Black 
10-14

Wheat  
17-39

Blossom 
17-40

Sunset 
17-41

Plum 
17-42

Night 
17-43

Limestone  
17-44

Olive 
17-45

Pine Tree  
17-46

Dark Cloud  
17-47

Deep Sea 
17-48

Standard casters
The most common are castors 
for hard floors, which we fit as 
standard to all of our chairs and 
saddle stools. 50mm for Support, 
Taburett and Akka, 65mm for all 
other models.

    50mm         65mm



Each one is hand built and meticulously finished by our 
team of experienced craftspeople and technicians. We 
use premium upholstery materials in a vast array of 
colours. You can even customise our range to your own 
tastes and colour schemes. We care about every single 
chair or stool that leaves our workshop and we think 

that’s the reason our furniture has been making 
people sit better and feel better for over thirty 
years. Based on the ingenious Supportbackrest 
and seat designs of Bruno Mathsson, we offer a 
wide range of models,each adapted to address 
specific user requirements.

Our saddle stool facilitates proper posture and is 
suited for professionals wishing to alleviate fatigue 
and prevent potential injuries caused during long 
procedures. The compact design offers improved 
freedom of movement on restricted surfaces. Our 
saddle stool series includes two models, each 

with two different sizes. The ergonomic chairs are 
intended to prevent back problems of the user 
during prolonged static work and to prevent 
further back problems in users who already have 
problems with their back by relieving the back
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A Support Design chair or stool is a wonderful thing Correct seating is Positive Posture 

Support 
The bowl-shaped seat and sculpted 
backrest comfortably supports 
your back and shoulders, and the 
freefloat functionality ensures intuitive 
manoeuvrability as the seat follows your 
every move.

Taburett
Compact yet comfortable, the Taburett 
is a great choice for those who want 
complete freedom of movement without 
the need fora backrest. The tilt setting 
allows you to adjust to your individual 
needs.

Statera
The Statera features a mix of conventional seating 
and saddle seating. A very comfortable seat with 
the best out of two worlds. The Statera is available 
as a Taburett without backrest or with the choice 
of the two backrests Oval and Core+

Akka 
A traditional style chair with the benefits
of a modern, ergonomic design. 
Fully adjustable with tilt and height 
functionality. Comfortable backrest 
combined with a shallow bowl-shaped 
seat.

Prisma 
Minimalist design combines premium quality with 
a comfortable round seat. This stool is perfect for 
shorter procedures and features a height-adjust
mechanism under the seat. Suitable for use with 
backrest Mini or Core+

Classic
The Classic, is a soft, 
comfortable stool with a wide 
seat. Levers to adjust height 
and tilt are located just under 
the seat. Suitable for use with 
backrest Mini or Core+

Lite Hybrid /  Lite Advanced Hybrid
The Lite Hybrid features an additional free-float function allowing the 
saddles to follow the movement of the user, activating the muscles in 
the lower back and abdomen. The patended free-float mechanism can 
also be locked into a fixed position. The Lite Advanced Hybrid features 
specially developed indentations to provide additional comfort for men. 

Classic Advanced
The Classic Advanced, has the 
same comfortable wide seat 
as the Classic, but features 
additional zones and specially 
developed indentations that 
provide additional comfort 
for men. Suitable for use with 
backrest Mini or Core+

Lite
The Lite saddle stool has 
an ergonomic design that 
promotes the spine’s natural ‘S’ 
shape, as well as an ideal active 
sitting position. A small, soft 
stool with a narrow seat, gives 
users a more compact posture. 
Suitable for use with backrest 
Mini or Core+

Lite Advanced
The Lite Advanced has the 
same narrow comfortable seat 
as the Lite but features specially 
developed indentations to 
provide additional comfort 
for men. Suitable for use with 
backrest Mini or Core+

         Classic          Classic          Classic
Mini Core+

Art no 200- 302- 309-

Lite Lite Lite
Mini Core+

Art no    202- 304- 311-

         Lite Hybrid     Lite Advanced Hybrid
Art no    600-             601-

Statera      Statera Statera 
Taburett Oval Core+

Art no      102- 307- 308-

Prisma          Prisma Prisma 
           Mini Core+

Art no 101- 306- 313-

         Support

Art no  300- 

         Taburett

Art no   100- 

Akka

 Art no  301- 

         Classic          Classic          Classic
      Advanced     Advanced     Advanced

Mini Core+
Art no 201- 303- 310-

Lite Lite Lite
         Advanced     Advanced   Advanced

Mini Core+
Art no   203- 305- 312-




